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ABSTRACT
Type II SNe can be used as a star formation tracer to probe the metallicity distribution of global
low-redshift star formation. We present oxygen and iron abundance distributions of type II supernova
progenitor regions that avoid many previous sources of bias. Because iron abundance, rather than
oxygen abundance, is of key importance for the late stage evolution of the massive stars that are
the progenitors of core-collapse supernovae, and because iron enrichment lags oxygen enrichment, we
find a general conversion from oxygen abundance to iron abundance. The distributions we present
here are the best yet observational standard of comparison for evaluating how different classes of
supernovae depend on progenitor metallicity. We spectroscopically measure the gas-phase oxygen
abundance near a representative subsample of the hosts of type II supernovae from the first-year
Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) supernova search, using a combination of SDSS spectra near the
supernova location (9 hosts) and new longslit spectroscopy (25 hosts). The median metallicity of
these 34 hosts at or near the supernova location is 12+log(O/H) = 8.65, with a median error of 0.09.
The median host galaxy stellar mass from fits to SDSS photometry is 109.9 M⊙. They do not show a
systematic offset in metallicity or mass from a redshift-matched sample of the MPA/JHU value-added
catalog. In contrast to previous supernova host metallicity studies, this sample is drawn from a single
survey. It is also drawn from an areal rather than a targeted survey, so supernovae in the lowest-mass
galaxies are not systematically excluded. Indeed, the PTF supernova search has a slight bias towards
following up transients in low mass galaxies. The progenitor region metallicity distribution we find
is statistically indistinguishable from the metallicity distribution of type II supernova hosts found by
targeted surveys and by samples from multiple surveys with different selection functions. Using the
relationship between iron and oxygen abundances found for Milky Way disk, bulge, and halo stars,
we translate our distribution of type II SN environments as a function of oxygen abundance into an
estimate of the iron abundance, since iron varies more steeply than oxygen. We find that though this
sample spans only 0.65 dex in oxygen abundance, the gap between the iron and oxygen abundance is
50% wider at the low-metallicity end of our sample than at the high-metallicity end.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The question of how certain rare classes of supernovae
(SNe) depend on progenitor metallicity has been limited
by the lack of an unbiased standard of comparison. It is
incorrect use the metallicity distribution of galaxies for
this because core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) trace star
formation rather than stellar mass. Existing supernova
host galaxy metallicity distributions are selected to com-
pare matched samples and use supernova surveys that do
not search in the faintest hosts, and are not likely to be
suitable as a standard of comparison for rare events that
appear to be more common in low-mass galaxies. We
address this by measuring a metallicity distribution of
type II supernova progenitor regions from a single source
survey that is areal rather than targeted.
The observational properties of CCSNe span a broad
range of spectral types, luminosities, apparent kinetic
energies, and other properties. Interpreting this diver-
sity remains a fundamental theoretical and observational
challenge, particularly as to how differences in the stel-
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lar progenitors of the SNe are related to the explo-
sions. For example, the relative fractions of hydrogen-
rich type II SNe and hydrogen-poor type Ib/c SNe can
be predicted as a function of metallicity based on models
for mass-loss from the progenitor stars (Eldridge et al.
2008; Georgy et al. 2009, 2012). Standard mass loss
models for massive stars are based on line-driven winds
(e.g. Kudritzki & Puls 2000); the efficiency of these
winds depends on metallicity because metals, particu-
larly iron, dominate the line opacities driving the winds
(Vink & de Koter 2005). Furthermore, the explosion en-
ergy of normal type II SNe may depend on the progenitor
metallicity (Kasen & Woosley 2009), and certain types of
SNe may occur only for low-metallicity progenitor stars
(Ober et al. 1983; Heger & Woosley 2002; Langer et al.
2007).
A serendipitous observation of a SN progenitor star
prior to explosion is one useful way to characterize the
progenitor and determine how the SN properties de-
pend progenitor properties. Unfortunately, observing
or strongly constraining the properties of the progenitor
star is only possible for SNe in nearby galaxies, leading
to very small samples (e.g. Smartt 2009, and references
therein). This limits the utility of this technique for con-
straining the properties of subclasses of events that are
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rare and therefore observed mostly at large distances,
such as extremely optically luminous CCSNe.
Observational techniques for addressing this ques-
tion without pre-explosion data involve estimating the
progenitor properties from the environments that re-
main behind. These techniques range from estimat-
ing progenitor age and mass from the degree of cor-
relation with Hα (Anderson & James 2008) and NUV
(Anderson et al. 2012) emission, to detailed character-
ization of resolved stellar populations near supernova
explosion sites in nearby galaxies (Badenes et al. 2009;
Murphy et al. 2011) to extrapolation of stellar popu-
lation properties from galaxy photometry and spectro-
scopic observations (e.g. Kelly et al. 2008; Arcavi et al.
2010; Kelly & Kirshner 2012).
Spectroscopic observations of H II regions near a su-
pernova can be used to estimate the metallicity using
strong-line oxygen abundance indicators. There are pre-
cision and accuracy limitations to strong-line abundance
estimates, but more rigorous abundance measurements
using faint auroral lines are too costly (or completely un-
feasible) for statistical surveys of SN host metallicities.
The frequency of several classes of CCSN types
has been found to vary with host metallicity.
Prantzos & Boissier (2003) found that the ratio be-
tween type Ib/c and type II SNe increases with increas-
ing host luminosity, and because of the galaxy lumi-
nosity/metallicity relationship, they suggested this was
probably a metallicity effect. This was confirmed and
expanded upon by Prieto et al. (2008) in a subsequent
study, which found that hosts of type Ib/c SNe are higher
metallicity than hosts of type II and type Ia SNe based
on spectroscopically measured metallicity. Stanek et al.
(2006) found that type Ic SNe associated with nearby
long gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were in faint, metal-
poor galaxies, proposing a progenitor metallicity cut-
off above which GRBs do not occur, and Modjaz et al.
(2008) found that type Ic SNe that were associated with
GRBs were in more metal-poor regions than those that
were not. Anderson et al. (2010) found at marginal
significance that type Ib and type Ic SNe hosts have
slightly higher metallicity than hosts of type II and
type Ia SNe. The metallicity local to type Ic SNe with-
out broad lines was found by Modjaz et al. (2011) to
be on average higher than near type Ib SNe, regard-
less of which strong-line metallicity diagnostic was used,
consistent with the results of Kelly & Kirshner (2012),
though Anderson et al. (2010) and Leloudas et al. (2011)
found the difference to not be statistically significant.
Kelly & Kirshner (2012) found that although hosts of
type Ib and type Ic SNe are higher in metallicity than
hosts of type II SNe, hosts of broad-lined type Ic (Ic-BL)
SNe are lower in metallicity.
CCSNe which are abnormally optically luminous ap-
pear to occur more often in low-mass, low-luminosity
galaxies (Neill et al. 2011). Spectroscopic abundance
measurements of hosts of five such luminous CCSNe
indicate this is likely due to metallicity, as shown
by Stoll et al. (2011) (including data from Young et al.
2010; Koz lowski et al. 2010). These abnormally lumi-
nous CCSNe are predominantly SNe Ic or IIn. Sub-
sequent spectroscopic measurements of the host of the
luminous SN 2008am (Chatzopoulos et al. 2011) and
the luminous SN 2010ay (Prieto & Filippenko 2010;
Modjaz et al. 2010; Sanders et al. 2012), and photomet-
ric limits on the hosts of the luminous SNe PS1-10awh
and PS1-10ky (Chomiuk et al. 2011) reinforce this con-
clusion.
Many studies (e.g. Neill et al. 2009; Sanders et al.
2012; Stoll et al. 2011; Campisi et al. 2011; Vergani et al.
2011) compare host galaxies of SNe or GRBs to the over-
all galaxy population, which is a good way to put the host
metallicity results in context. It is not, however, a secure
way to evaluate whether metallicity is a key parameter
governing whether a supernova has a given spectral type
or luminosity. Supernovae trace star formation rather
than overall stellar mass, and star formation is not evenly
distributed among galaxies of a given mass. Recent
results (Lara-Lo´pez et al. 2010; Mannucci et al. 2010)
show that the scatter in the galaxy mass-metallicity rela-
tionship may be reduced by considering star formation as
a third parameter, and that star formation rates (SFRs)
are higher in lower metallicity galaxies at a given mass
(but see also Yates et al. 2012, which finds that the form
of any such relation between mass, metallicity, and star
formation rate depends on the strong-line metallicity di-
agnostic used).
Levesque et al. (2010) and Han et al. (2010) suggested
that instead of a metallicity cutoff for GRBs there is
a separate luminosity-metallicity relationship for GRB
host galaxies offset to lower metallicity than the normal
galaxy mass-metallicity relationship of Tremonti et al.
(2004). (These results are consistent with a simple metal-
licity cutoff with the exception of a single high-mass GRB
host galaxy that appears to be high metallicity.) No
such offset has been observed for type Ia SNe (Neill et al.
2009). This question of an offset in the mass-metallicity
relationship has confused many subsequent discussions
of a metallicity cutoff.
Mannucci et al. (2011) notes that for galaxies at a
given mass, lower metallicity galaxies have higher av-
erage star formation rates (Mannucci et al. 2010) and
thus core-collapse events, which trace star formation,
should have a mass-metallicity distribution shifted to
slightly lower metallicity at a given mass. This ef-
fect is qualitatively similar enough to the offset pro-
posed by Levesque et al. (2010) and Han et al. (2010)
that Mannucci et al. (2011) conclude that GRB hosts
do not differ substantially from the typical galaxy pop-
ulation and therefore there is no metallicity depen-
dence to GRB hosts. Kocevski & West (2011) quantifies
the expected metallicity shift, and finds that the star-
formation-weighted relationship between galaxy mass
and metallicity is shifted towards lower metallicity at a
given mass, but that this alone cannot explain the ob-
served GRB host distribution, and a metallicity depen-
dence is still required. Many subsequent studies have
claimed to disprove any dependence on metallicity for
GRBs or luminous SNe by showing that the host galaxy
metallicity is consistent with its mass and star forma-
tion rate according to the relationship between the three
(Lara-Lo´pez et al. 2010; Mannucci et al. 2010). While
this is evidence against a distinct mass-metallicity rela-
tionship for the hosts of these SNe, it is not evidence
against a metallicity dependence.
This shift can also be quantified semi-analytically by
convolving the galaxy mass function with the relation-
ship between galaxy mass, metallicity, and star formation
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rate to find the overall distribution of star formation as a
function of metallicity. Niino (2011) does so by compar-
ing the observed metallicity distribution of GRB hosts
to the metallicity distribution of star formation, calcu-
lated two different ways; first, calculated observation-
ally from the stellar mass function, the galaxy M-SFR
relation, and the galaxy mass-metallicity relation, and
second, calculated using the relationship between galaxy
mass, metallicity, and SFR defined by Mannucci et al.
(2010), and assigning metallicities based on SFR as well
as mass. He finds the difference between these two esti-
mates is less than 0.5 dex in oxygen abundance on the
KK04 scale, Regardless which method is used, he finds
that the GRB host metallicity distribution is incompat-
ible with the metallicity distribution of star formation
unless the GRB fraction depends on metallicity. (This
is not the primary result of that study, which examines
the fact that galaxies do not have one single metallicity,
but show an internal spread. Assuming a hypothetical
transient phenomenon which has a strict cutoff metal-
licity above which it cannot occur, Niino (2011) shows
that such a spread in internal galaxy metallicities would
serve to widen the observed host metallicity distribution
of that transient phenomenon.)
Only by comparing the metallicity distribution of a
SN variety to the overall metallicity distribution of star
formation can one rigorously test for a metallicity depen-
dence. Our metallicity distribution of type II SN hosts
can serve as a standard of comparison for evaluating how
rare classes of SNe depend on progenitor metallicity.
Essentially all of these previous studies relating metal-
licity and SN properties draw on SN samples from multi-
ple surveys. A perfectly homogeneous and unbiased SN
sample does not currently exist. At present, the Palo-
mar Transient Factory (Rau et al. 2009, PTF) appears
to supply the closest approximation to this, in the sense
that the SN selection does not exclude the smallest, most
vigorously star-forming galaxies. This would not be true,
for example, of the Lick Observatory Supernova Search
(LOSS) survey (Li et al. 2011), which explicitly targets
larger galaxies. In contrast, the PTF biases their fol-
lowup slightly towards supernovae in low-mass galaxies
(I. Arcavi, private communication). In this paper we will
focus on the 52 type II SNe found in the first year of PTF
operations. Because some subtypes of CCSNe are known
to have different distributions in host metallicity, we fo-
cus on type II SNe. We have measured metallicities for
the environments of a representative subsample of 34 of
these type II SNe, and present the resulting metallicity
distribution.
This distribution probes the low-redshift star forma-
tion rate as a function of metallicity in an independent
way from current methods relying on galaxy population
statistics. This is an important distribution to charac-
terize because in order to determine whether a massive
star outcome has a metallicity dependence, we need to
examine its frequency relative to the metallicity distribu-
tion of star formation, not to the metallicity distribution
of existing stellar mass (the galaxy metallicity distribu-
tion). Because the PTF followup is biased slightly to-
wards transients in lower mass host galaxies, we expect
the progenitor region metallicity distribution we measure
may be slightly more metal-poor than the true overall
progenitor distribution of type II SNe. This makes our
distribution a rigorous standard of comparison for a pop-
ulation suspected to be metal-poor; if that population is
significantly more metal-poor than the distribution we
present here, it is certainly more metal-poor than the
overall distribution of type II SNe.
We place the metallicity distribution of type II SNe en-
vironments in context by comparing it with previous su-
pernova host studies (Prieto et al. 2008; Anderson et al.
2010; Kelly & Kirshner 2012), with the SDSS DR7
MPA/JHU value-added catalog (Kauffmann et al.
2003; Tremonti et al. 2004; Brinchmann et al. 2004;
Salim et al. 2007), and with estimates from galaxy pop-
ulation statistics (Stanek et al. 2006). Noting that iron
is more fundamental than oxygen to the evolutionary
outcomes of massive stars because iron opacity drives
stellar winds, we then translate our oxygen abundance
distribution of type II SNe environments into an iron
abundance distribution by using the observed relation-
ship between oxygen and iron abundance in Milky Way
bulge, disk, and halo stellar abundances.
2. SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
We drew our targets from the first-year of the Palomar
Transient Factory (PTF) survey (Arcavi et al. 2010), an
areal rather than a targeted survey, so supernovae in the
lowest-mass galaxies are not excluded by selection. The
sample selection for the survey is not yet published, but
transients in dwarf hosts are prioritized for spectroscopic
followup (I. Arcavi, private communication), so a slight
bias towards metal-poor environments is expected. In
contrast, a bias towards metal-rich environments would
be expected for galaxy-targeted surveys, which miss low-
mass galaxies entirely. There are 52 type II SNe in the
full first-year PTF CCSN sample, of which we have mea-
sured spectroscopic metallicity determinations for a sub-
sample of 34. This subsample is representative of the
overall type II sample, as we show in §4.1.
We obtained host galaxy spectra of these SNe us-
ing the Ohio State Multi-Object Spectrograph (OSMOS,
Martini et al. 2011; Stoll et al. 2010) on the 2.4-m Hilt-
ner telescope, the Wide Field Reimaging CCD Camera
(WFCCD) on the 2.5-m du Pont telescope, and the dual
imaging spectrograph (DIS) on the 3.5-m Astrophysi-
cal Research Consortium telescope. We also use twelve
archival spectra from SDSS DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009;
Uomoto et al. 1999; York et al. 2000; Gunn et al. 2006).
The properties of the spectroscopic observations are sum-
marized in Table 1. We processed the data using stan-
dard techniques in IRAF5, individually extracting each
spectrum. Relative flux calibration was done with obser-
vations of spectrophotometric standard stars taken each
night. The PP04N2 metallicity diagnostic is extremely
insensitive to reddening because it depends on the flux
ratio of two very close lines, so intrinsic extinction cor-
rections were not applied. Images of nine representative
type II hosts spanning the observed range of metallicity
and galaxy mass are shown in Figure 1. We also mea-
sured spectroscopic metallicities for the hosts of three
type Ib, two type IIb, three type Ic, and one type Ic-BL
5 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 1. Nine type II SN hosts, spanning the metallicity and
mass range, arranged so mass increases toward the right and oxygen
abundance increases toward the top. Each panel is scaled to a
physical size of 50 kpc (H0,Ωm,ΩΛ = 70, 0.3, 0.7) and is centered
on the position of the supernova. All images are from SDSS and
were taken before the supernovae.
from the first-year PTF sample. These numbers are too
small for rigorous statistical comparison, so we exclude
these from our analysis of the type II sample, and discuss
them further in § 4.5.
The new observations were made either at the super-
nova position or at a similar galactocentric radius to min-
imize any biases from metallicity gradients in the host
galaxies. We include the angular distance from the host
galaxy center to the supernova site in Table 2 for easy
comparison to the seeing and to the spectroscopic aper-
ture, listed in Table 1. We include the projected physical
distance from the galaxy center to facilitate future com-
parison to studies that use galactocentric spectra. The
SDSS spectra are the only spectra taken at the galaxy
center rather than at the galactocentric radius of the su-
pernova. Note that for these SDSS spectra, most SN
locations are within the fiber diameter, and only one is
more than 2 fiber diameters away. We obtained new spec-
tra for any hosts with existing SDSS spectra more distant
than this. Any resulting effect from galactic metallicity
gradients on the metallicity distribution should be mini-
mal. Line fluxes of Hα λ6563 and [N II]λ6584 are given
in Table 2.
For host galaxies with multiple SDSS spectra or with
spectra from multiple sources, we fit a metallicity gra-
dient where possible and provide the best fit metallicity
at the galactocentric radius of the supernova progenitor;
these are labeled as ‘grad’. Line fluxes, observed galacto-
centric radii, and derived metallicity for these measure-
ments are given in Table 3.
We primarily consider host metallicities determined
with the N2 diagnostic of Pettini & Pagel (2004), which
we directly measure for each of our targets. This di-
agnostic depends solely on [N II]λ6584/Hαλ6563, and is
extremely insensitive to reddening, though it has a larger
intrinsic scatter than other strong-line diagnostics based
Figure 2. Cumulative distribution of local gas-phase oxygen
abundances for type II SNe. As type II SNe trace young stel-
lar populations, this traces the metallicity distribution of star for-
mation at low redshift. The solid black distribution uses the N2
diagnostic of Pettini & Pagel (2004, PP04) we adopt as our stan-
dard. Subsequent figures only use these measurements. The other
distributions show how the result would change for other strong-
line metallicity diagnostics, based on the empirical conversions of
Kewley & Ellison (2008). The dotted orange curve uses the PP04
O3N2 diagnostic, the short-dashed green curve uses Denicolo´ et al.
(2002), the long-dashed blue curve uses Tremonti et al. (2004), the
dot-dashed purple curve uses Zaritsky et al. (1994). We do not
show conversions to the scales of Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004),
McGaugh (1991), and Kewley & Dopita (2002), which require ex-
ternal branch information.
on the physical conditions of the H II regions. There
are a number of techniques that are used to estimate the
oxygen abundances of H II regions in star-forming galax-
ies, and a substantial literature discussing their various
merits and drawbacks (e.g. Kewley & Ellison 2008, and
references therein). A full recapitulation of this is outside
the scope of this paper, but we discuss the consequences
of these uncertainties for our study in Section 4.6.
In Table 2 we list the metallicities of the progenitor
regions of 34 type II SNe, three type Ib, two type IIb,
three type Ic, and one type Ic-BL from the PTF first-
year core-collapse sample. All subsequent analysis is of
the type II hosts, for which we have good statistics. We
do not include type IIb SNe in the type II sample because
their spectral similarity to type Ib SNe at all but early
times can lead to some typing issues, and because pre-
vious studies (e.g. Modjaz et al. 2011; Kelly & Kirshner
2012) considered them in the stripped-envelope subclass.
We show the metallicity distribution of the type II hosts
for several different strong-line metallicity diagnostics us-
ing the empirical conversions of Kewley & Ellison (2008)
in Figure 2. In subsequent figures, we choose as our scale
convention only the N2 diagnostic of Pettini & Pagel
(2004).
3. CHARACTERIZING THE SPECTROSCOPIC
SUBSAMPLE
To investigate whether we have acquired spectra of a
representative subsample of the hosts of first-year PTF
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CCSNe (Arcavi et al. 2010), we compared the stellar
mass and star formation rates of the hosts with and with-
out metallicity estimates. We used SED models of the
SDSS photometry of the hosts within the DR8 footprint
to estimate the masses, SFR, and characteristic stellar
ages. Of the 52 type II SNe in the full sample, 47 have
SDSS photometry. We also analyzed the properties of
the 19 non-type II PTF CCSN hosts that fell in the DR8
footprint, but we will restrict our comparisons with our
spectroscopic sample of type II SNe to these 47 type II
SNe to avoid any of the currently known selection effects
with metallicity linked with supernova type (see §1).
3.1. Extracting fluxes from SDSS imaging
We began with ugriz images of the 66 first-year PTF
CCSN fields in the SDSS Data Release 8 (Aihara et al.
2011). These images are fully calibrated in the SDSS
natural system, which is close to the AB system, and
sky-subtracted. We combined the most sensitive SDSS
bands (gri) for each supernova field in order to make a
deeper stacked image that can be used to find all the
galaxies and define their photometric apertures. We
used these deeper stacked images as the reference image
for source detection using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996) and checked by eye the positions around each su-
pernova in order to select the most likely host galaxy.
We were able to assign likely host galaxies for 64/66
SNe. The two events without host galaxy detections,
PTF09be and PTF09gyp, have sources that are & 13 kpc
(projected) from the positions of the SNe. We note
that the host of PTF09gyp has a reported magnitude of
r = 21.75 mag in Arcavi et al. (2010) from pre-explosion
PTF survey co-adds (I. Arcavi, private communication),
but we cannot confirm this detection with DR8, although
a galaxy detected approximately 15 arcseconds away has
a similar magnitude. After selecting the host galaxies in
the stacked images, we used imedit in IRAF6 to mask
nearby stars, which could contaminate the flux measure-
ments, filling the masked regions with the local back-
ground. Finally, we ran SExtractor on the individual
ugriz images using the apertures defined from the deeper
stacked images to obtain total (AUTO) galaxy fluxes.
We applied the small (. 0.04 mag) corrections derived
in Kessler et al. (2009) to transform the SDSS fluxes to
the AB system. The resulting coordinates and fluxes of
the host galaxies are presented in Table 4, and absolute
magnitudes k-corrected and corrected for galactic extinc-
tion are presented in Table 5. We include 3σ upper limits
for the hosts of PTF09be and PTF09gyp, which were cal-
culated assuming a circular aperture of radius r = 5 kpc
at the distance of the SN.
3.2. Galaxy properties
We used the code for Fitting and Assessment of Syn-
thetic Templates (FAST v0.9b, Kriek et al. 2009) to fit
these host galaxy spectral energy distributions to esti-
mate the stellar mass, star formation rates (SFRs), and
characteristic ages. We chose the Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) libraries, a Salpeter IMF, and Solar (Z = 0.02)
6 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Ob-
servatory, which is operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
metallicity to do the fits. We also assumed an exponen-
tially declining SFR model with τ = 1 Gyr for the star
forming component of the model. The results are pre-
sented in Table 6.
In order to check the SFRs calculated with FAST, we
also estimated SFR based on the results presented by
Salim et al. (2007). This method is also based on toy
models for the SFR as a function of time, but combines
bursts, constant star formation, and exponentially de-
clining star formation, which make it more realistic than
FAST. We used the results of Salim et al. (2007) for ∼
50000 SDSS galaxies with GALEX photometry to derive
a relation between the absolute u-band magnitudes, cor-
rected for intrinsic attenuation, and their derived SFRs.
We obtain a linear relation fit between Mu and SFR (
in M⊙/yr) of the form log(SFR) = −0.36 ×Mu − 6.73
(for a Salpeter IMF), valid for 2 > log(SFR) > −2 and
log(SFR/M∗) > −10.5, with an rms scatter of 0.23 dex.
We applied this relation to obtain SFRs for the super-
nova host galaxies, using the Low-Resolution Template
code of Assef et al. (2008) to derive K-corrected u-band
absolute magnitudes corrected for Galactic extinction.
After further correcting these magnitudes by intrinsic at-
tenuation using the values obtained with FAST and the
Calzetti reddening law, we applied the linear relation de-
rived from the Salim et al. (2007) data to estimate SFRs.
These values are presented in Table 6. The agreement
with the SFRs derived by FAST is fairly good in gen-
eral, with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test probability
of 81% of the results of the two different methods be-
ing drawn from the same underlying distribution. The
two SFR estimation methods are directly compared in
Figure 3. The SFR calculated from the u-band lumi-
nosity with aperture corrections is more consistent with
the method the MPA/JHU value-added catalog uses to
determine star formation rates than the FAST template
fitting.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This is the largest sample yet of supernova host galaxy
spectra metallicity measurements from a single survey.
Nevertheless, limited observing time made following up
the entire PTF type II sample impractical, so we first
show in §4.1 that our spectroscopic host sample is rep-
resentative of the full sample. We then place the SN
hosts in context in §4.2 by comparing their properties to
those of galaxies in the MPA/JHU value-added catalog.
We find that while they are well-matched in galaxy mass
and metallicity, the type II hosts appear to be biased
toward higher star formation rates than the galaxies in
the catalog. We show in §4.3 that the metallicity dis-
tribution of these type II hosts is remarkably similar to
that found by previous studies of hosts of type II SNe,
despite coming from multiple surveys with different selec-
tion functions. Their metallicity distribution is also con-
sistent with a distribution of star formation calculated
from galaxy population statistics (§4.4). We discuss in
§4.5 how our study avoids some selection effects due to
supernova type and host galaxy type that might influ-
ence the metallicity distribution. A key future use of the
metallicity distribution of type II SNe we find here will
be to evaluate possible metallicity dependence of other
subclasses of CCSNe. We discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of the metallicity diagnostic we choose for
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Figure 3. The two methods of estimating SFR are consistent.
SFR estimates based on u-band photometry (Salim et al. 2007) are
plotted against SFR estimates based on FAST for the full sample
of PTF type II SN hosts (open red points) and the metallicity
subsample (solid black points). The blue dashed line represents a
1:1 correspondence.
this study in §4.6. Finally, we fit a relationship between
oxygen and iron abundances in §4.7, and convert our ob-
served oxygen abundance distribution into an assumed
iron abundance distribution, as iron is more important
to the evolution of massive stars than oxygen.
4.1. How representative is the metallicity sample?
To investigate how representative the subsample for
which we have spectra and metallicities is of the entire
sample of PTF type II SN hosts we compared the distri-
butions of the two samples in galaxy mass, characteristic
stellar age, and star formation rate, using the 32 (47)
hosts with (and without) measured metallicities that also
lie in the SDSS DR8 imaging footprint. Figures 4 and
5 show that the two sub-samples have essentially iden-
tical distributions in host mass (K-S probability 99.9%),
age (57.8%), and SFR (64–74%, depending on the SFR
estimation method).
We also investigated the effects of redshift on the com-
pleteness of the sample by dividing it into lower and
higher redshift subsamples and comparing the proper-
ties of the two. In Figure 6 we show the metallicity
distribution of these two subsamples. A K-S test indi-
cates that the two have a 19% probability of being drawn
from the same metallicity distribution, consistent at ap-
proximately 1σ. The hosts in the two redshift bins have
essentially identical distributions in host mass (K-S prob-
ability 63%), age (91%), and SFR (91–99%, depending
on the estimation method).
4.2. The type II metallicity sample in context
We next place our type II host sample in con-
text by comparing it to galaxy properties in the DR7
SDSS MPA/JHU value-added catalog (Kauffmann et al.
2003; Tremonti et al. 2004; Brinchmann et al. 2004;
Salim et al. 2007). We compare to the subset of the
DR7 objects which have redshifts within the range of
our sample, successful estimates of the stellar mass and
star formation rate, a 12+log(O/H) metallicity estimate,
and an [N II]λ6584/Hαλ6563 flux ratio within the valid
range for the PP04 N2 metallicity diagnostic. This last
requirement has almost no effect, reducing the sample
by only 0.6%. The strictest condition by far is the re-
quirement of a valid Tremonti et al. (2004) metallicity
estimate, as shown in Table 7. Note that the galaxy
properties in the MPA/JHU value-added catalog are a
function of redshift because is not a volume-limited sam-
ple. The selection that defines the catalog is reflected in
the properties of its constituents.
As shown in Figure 7, the SN hosts appear to trace
the MPA/JHU sample well. Their mass-metallicity re-
lationships are consistent at approximately one sigma.
Strong conclusions should not be drawn from this, as
the sample selection functions of the PTF type II host
galaxies and the SDSS galaxy mass-metallicity sample
of the MPA/JHU value-added catalog are each complex
and based in part on parameters unrelated to the galax-
ies themselves. The fiber allocation in SDSS prioritized
galaxies lower than other target classes, including brown
dwarfs and quasar candidates (e.g. Blanton et al. 2003),
meaning that the selection function of galaxies observed
spectroscopically in a given field is mediated by the den-
sity of other targets in that field rather than a simple
function of the properties of the galaxies themselves. To
zeroth order, SDSS galaxy spectroscopic observations are
a function of stellar mass, while core-collapse supernovae
(and by extension our host sample) are instead a function
of star formation rate in the recent past. Inclusion in the
mass-metallicity sample of the MPA/JHU value-added
catalog is not a simple function of the galaxy having
been spectroscopically observed. In order to be included,
the galaxy must have a reasonable fit using the group’s
Bayesian metallicity determination. The strength of the
spectroscopic features that enable this determination is
greater for galaxies with a higher star formation rate,
which means that the star formation rate is to a cer-
tain extent a hidden parameter in this selection function.
The PTF followup selection function is unpublished, and
therefore impossible to model. Reconciling the selection
functions of these samples sufficiently to draw strong con-
clusions based on comparing their mass-metallicity slopes
is not possible, nor is it the aim of this study. Instead,
we compare them to place our results in context.
The SDSS galaxy spectra are primarily nuclear spec-
tra but not exclusively so. In contrast, 50of locations
more than 3 arcsec away from the nucleus, as can be
seen in Table 2. The SN location was within 3 (4,6)
arcsec of the galaxy center in all but 5 (3,1) of the re-
maining cases. In one case (PTF09aux), we were unable
to measure [N II] and Hα with sufficient S/N to measure
metallicity. Type II SNe have no known metallicity de-
pendence, so they are not expected to favor the outer,
more metal-poor regions of galaxies.
Although quantitative conclusions should not be drawn
from this similarity due to these unavoidable sample se-
lection incongruities, some qualitative conclusions can
be drawn. The type II SN hosts do not appear to be
biased toward lower metallicities at a given mass (left
panel) as a simplistic interpretation of the results of
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Figure 4. The distributions of the full PTF type II sample (dotted red) and those for which we obtained metallicities (solid black).
Section 3.2 describes how the host properties were estimated. The subsample for which we have spectroscopic metallicity measurements
is quite representative of the full sample, with K-S test probabilities of 99.9% (mass) and 57.8% (age) that they are drawn from the same
distribution.
Figure 5. The subsample of type II hosts for which we have measured metallicities (solid black) is representative of the full sample of
PTF type II SN hosts (dotted red) in SFR based on u-band photometry (Salim et al. 2007, left) and FAST (right).
Mannucci et al. (2010) might suggest. It has been sug-
gested that core-collapse SNe and GRBs may be less
frequently observed in higher metallicity environments
than in lower metallicity environments due to higher ex-
tinction (e.g. Maiolino et al. 2002; Mannucci et al. 2003;
Cresci et al. 2007; Campisi et al. 2011), but this sample
does not show evidence for such a bias. The SN hosts
do, however, appear to be biased toward higher star for-
mation rates7 (right panel) than the MPA/JHU galaxy
sample, as would be expected if they do indeed trace
7 Here we use the SFR calculated from the u-band luminosity
with aperture corrections.
star formation. They appear to trace the distribution
of the MPA/JHU sample well in galaxy mass and star
formation rate, as shown in Figure 8.
4.3. Comparing with other SNe host samples
Work on the metallicity distribution of supernova hosts
by Prieto et al. (2008) and Kelly & Kirshner (2012)
looked at overall galaxy metallicity with serendipi-
tous SDSS spectra, without isolating the SN site.
Kelly & Kirshner (2012) subdivide their sample into
those discovered by galaxy-impartial searches and by tar-
geted searches. Studies by Anderson et al. (2010) tried
to measure abundances at the SN site or at a similar
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Figure 6. The metallicity distribution of the type II hosts separated into two bins in redshift of seventeen hosts each (left). The green
solid (red dotted) line is the lower (higher) redshift half of the sample, 0.019 ≤ z ≤ 0.035 (0.037 ≤ z ≤ 0.11). On the right, the distribution
is expanded and metallicities are plotted against redshift. Here the lower redshift half of the sample is green solid points, and the higher
redshift is red open points. A K-S test shows the two are consistent with being drawn from the same distribution in metallicity at the 19%
level. There do not appear to be any major selection effects with redshift.
Figure 7. Measured host metallicities (black points) as a function of galaxy mass (left) or SFR (right), overlaid on the distribution in the
MPA/JHU value-added catalog in the same redshift range (blue contours). Our hosts are slightly offset to higher star formation rates, as
we would expect if type II SNe trace star formation.
galactocentric radius, as we have done in this study.
These previous studies had uniform spectroscopy but the
source SN samples were heterogeneous, including SNe
discovered in a wide variety of ways with very different
selection effects. Our source SN sample is from a sin-
gle survey with uniform selection. The source survey
is areal rather than galaxy-targeted, which enables the
detection of events in the lowest-mass galaxies, remov-
ing or at least mitigating a possible bias towards high
metallicity environments which we expect exists in prior
supernova host samples. We do not attempt to define a
volume-limited supernova sample here. Rather, we point
out that this existing sample represents a substantial step
forward from previous similar samples for the purpose of
providing a comparison for a non-matched sample of rare
core-collapse events, particularly one thought to depend
on metallicity such as GRBs or abnormally luminous CC-
SNe.
Kelly & Kirshner (2012) used abundances follow-
ing Tremonti et al. (2004) and the O3N2 method of
Pettini & Pagel (2004). In this paper we use the N2
method of Pettini & Pagel (2004), so we must convert
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Figure 8. Host mass and SFR for our type II SN hosts with Z
measurements (large black points), all first-year PTF type II SNe
hosts in the SDSS photometric footprint (small red points), over-
laid on the distribution in the MPA/JHU catalog (blue contours).
these to a common scale. The valid range of the conver-
sion defined by Kewley & Ellison (2008) from the scale
of the O3N2 method to the scale of the N2 method
does not span the abundances here, so we omit three
of the 124 hosts in the sample, and convert from O3N2.
Prieto et al. (2008) uses abundances from the method of
Tremonti et al. (2004), we omit the 14 of 152 hosts that
have T04 metallicities above or below the valid conver-
sion range defined by Kewley & Ellison (2008).
We compare our type II host metallicity dis-
tribution with those found by Prieto et al. (2008),
Kelly & Kirshner (2012) targeted (T) and galaxy-
impartial (I), and Anderson et al. (2010) in Figure 9.
The K-S test probabilities that our type II sample could
be selected from the same underlying distribution as
those in the earlier studies are 43%, 68%, 4%, and 21%,
respectively. The agreement of our SN metallicity distri-
bution with the results of these prior studies is striking,
given the different sample selection. The most different
sample (at a K-S probability of only 4%) is the one which
would seem to be the most similar; the heterogeneous
galaxy-impartial sample from Kelly & Kirshner (2012).
4.4. Comparing with SFR metallicity distributions from
galaxy population statistics
One semi-observational way of determining the global
distribution of star formation as a function of metallicity
is to combine the observed galaxy mass function, the ob-
served mean star formation rate as a function of galaxy
mass, and the observed galaxy mass-metallicity relation-
ship. Stanek et al. (2006) combines the 2MASS and
SDSS galaxy stellar mass function from (Bell et al. 2003)
with the Tremonti et al. (2004) mass-metallicity relation
and the Brinchmann et al. (2004) star formation rate
density. Niino (2011) calculates the metallicity distri-
bution of star formation two different ways; first, obser-
vationally from the stellar mass function, the galaxy M-
Figure 9. Distribution of local gas-phase oxygen abundance of
our sample of type II SNe (black solid line) compared with existing
SN host metallicity samples. The dotted orange curve shows the
heterogeneous type II subsample of Anderson et al. (2010). The K-
S probability of this sample being drawn from the same underlying
distribution as our PTF type II sample is 11%. Similarly, the green
long-dash curve shows the distribution of type II, IIP, and IIn SNe
from Prieto et al. (2008) (K-S probability 87%) and the purple
dash-dot curve shows the type II sample from Kelly & Kirshner
(2012) (K-S probability 45%). In the latter two cases we converted
their T04 scale metallicity to the PP04N2 scale using the conversion
given in the Appendix.
SFR relation, and the galaxy mass-metallicity relation,
nearly identically to Stanek et al. (2006) except using the
mass-metallicity relation of Savaglio et al. (2005), and
second, calculated using the relationship between galaxy
mass, metallicity, and SFR defined by Mannucci et al.
(2010), and assigning metallicities based on SFR as well
as mass. Each of the three observed relationships that are
inputs to these alternate methods of finding the metal-
licity distribution of star formation has its own set of
selection effects. Potential biases or redshift-dependent
effects in the samples used to define the relation could
offset the distribution in metallicity. The width of the
distribution may be misrepresented by using a mean re-
lationship to translate from one property into another,
such as the mass-metallicity relationship (Tremonti et al.
2004) or the three-way relationship between mass, metal-
licity, and star formation rate (Lara-Lo´pez et al. 2010;
Mannucci et al. 2010), because the scatter around that
relationship may not be carried through to the final dis-
tribution.
In Figure 10 we plot our distribution against those of
Stanek et al. (2006) and Niino (2011) based on galaxy
population statistics. We convert the metallicities us-
ing Kewley & Ellison (2008). The non-monotonicity of
the conversions from T04 and KK04 to PP04N2 results
in non-physical double-values in the cumulative distri-
butions. On the right, metallicity conversions are done
with by inverting the reverse conversions, as described in
Appendix. This maintains the physicality of the distri-
bution function, but may increase inaccuracy at higher
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metallicities. Because the forward and reverse conver-
sions do not match, multiple conversions between metal-
licity scales will compound errors. This is likely the
reason why the distribution from Stanek et al. (2006)
(in green) does not match the distribution from Niino
(2011) which considers the mass-metallicity relation in-
dependently of star-formation (in red). Instead of us-
ing Tremonti et al. (2004), Niino (2011) uses the mass-
metallicity relation of Savaglio et al. (2005) on the KK04
scale, though they are otherwise identical.
Core-collapse SNe, as the deaths of massive, young
stars, are a relatively good tracer of SFR. Using the
metallicity distribution of a uniform sample of type II SN
sites to approximate the metallicity distribution of star
formation, as we have done, should have almost com-
pletely independent selection effects (such as extinction
from dust) from methods relying on galaxy population
statistics.
4.5. Selection effects
One of the primary potential sources of incompleteness
in using type II SNe environments to trace the metallic-
ity distribution of global star formation will of course
be the selection of the sample of type II SNe. An ideal
sample for this purpose would be a complete, volume-
limited sample, monitoring a fixed region of sky for a
fixed period of time, and then eliminating events outside
the complete sample. Up until very recently, most su-
pernova surveys have monitored large, luminous galaxies
rather than regions of the sky, a methodology which has
the potential to miss any SNe in the very lowest end of
the galaxy luminosity function. The Palomar Transient
Factory survey is areal, which removes the potential bias
against extremely low-mass host galaxies of targeted sur-
veys. Because the survey selection is not yet published,
however, we are unable to correct for any biases in our
source sample to get a distribution for a volume-limited
sample. With the current rapid growth in depth and
breadth of supernova surveys, there is great potential for
this method of determining the metallicity distribution
of star formation.
Another potential source of bias for this method is any
dependence of the likelihood of a massive star resulting
in a type II SN on metallicity. Type II-P SNe make up
around 70% of all type II SNe in the LOSS survey, which
focuses on relatively luminous galaxies (Li et al. 2011).
The relative frequency of type II SNe has not yet been
found to depend on metallicity, unlike type Ib and Ic SNe.
We examine only the distribution of type II hosts, for
which we have good statistics. The type II distribution is
consistent with the distribution of the nine type Ib/Ic/IIb
hosts we have measured with a K-S probability of 23%,
and the distribution of the hosts of all CCSNe we have
measured (including all the type II hosts) is consistent
with the type II distribution with a K-S probability of
99%, shown in Figure 11 (left). Completeness corrections
to translate between type II hosts and all CCSN hosts
may depend slightly on metallicity.
Several types of CCSNe are known to vary in fre-
quency with metallicity, as discussed in §1. Our very
small sample of spectroscopic metallicity measurements
of hosts of type IIb/Ib/Ic SNe is statistically consis-
tent with these previous results (Modjaz et al. 2011;
Anderson et al. 2010; Kelly & Kirshner 2012), but not
at very high significance level. Using the host galaxy
properties we fit from SDSS photometry gives us slightly
better statistics, shown in Figure 11 (right). The over-
representation of types IIb and Ic-BL in low-mass hosts
is consistent with the results of Arcavi et al. (2010) of
this same sample based on host galaxy luminosities, but
again, not at very high significance. The relative distri-
butions of type II, IIb, Ib, Ic, and Ic-BL in photometri-
cally calculated host mass are consistent with the recent
results of Kelly & Kirshner (2012).
4.6. Strong-line metallicity diagnostics
There is a substantial literature on the merits and dis-
advantages of each commonly-used method of determin-
ing metallicities based on fluxes of strong emission lines
(e.g. Berg et al. 2011; Kewley & Ellison 2008, and ref-
erences therein). These methods all rely on simplifying
assumptions about the H II regions being examined: uni-
formity of electron density, cooling dominated by oxygen
(implying that other cooling species have abundances
that vary in lockstep with oxygen), and ionization-
bounded H II regions (e.g. Pagel et al. 1979). The meth-
ods can be classified into rough categories: direct meth-
ods, which rely on estimates of the electron temperature
and require measurements of faint auroral lines such as
[O III]λ4363A˚, empirical (e.g. Pettini & Pagel 2004), the-
oretical (e.g. Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004), and a combi-
nation of empirical and theoretical (e.g. Denicolo´ et al.
2002). All these methods are based on high S/N mea-
surements of the line ratios of different combinations of
emission lines from ions present in the optical region of
the spectrum (≃ 3700 − 6800A˚: [O II], [O III], [N II],
[S II], Hα, and Hβ).
The slope and intercept of the galaxy mass-
metallicity relationship is different for each diagnostic
(Kewley & Ellison 2008), which is a relatively straight-
forward way to demonstrate that they are not all directly
measuring some platonic ideal of a fundamental oxygen
abundance measurement. (This problem is independent
of the separate question of the exact value of the so-
lar oxygen abundance, which also affects how measured
gas-phase abundances map to stellar abundances.) In-
stead, each technique measures a different quantity that
correlates well with oxygen abundance, but does not di-
rectly map to it. The simplifying assumptions that allow
us to use each strong-line indicator to estimate oxygen
abundance are not perfect for all H II regions. Rigor-
ously selecting the best diagnostic for a given situation
requires better data than are achievable for distant and
faint targets, and doing a case-by-case selection of strong-
line method on insufficient data would introduce its own
biases.
The primary advantage of the strong-line techniques is
that they are possible with fewer photons, and are there-
fore feasible to perform on large samples for good pop-
ulation statistics. Given the scale differences between
methods, however, it is crucially important to ensure
that all metallicities one is comparing are on the same
scale. Where possible, we do this by natively determining
the metallicities in a common scale. Where impossible,
we convert a metallicity determined on another scale us-
ing the empirical conversions of Kewley & Ellison (2008)
(but see Appendix A). We emphasize that any meaning-
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Figure 10. The distribution of star formation as a function of metallicity from galaxy population statistics from Stanek et al. (2006)
(green dotted line) and Niino (2011) with (blue long-dashed line) and without (red short-dashed line) incorporating the star-formation-rate
dependence of the mass-metallicity relationship as Mannucci et al. (2010), compared to our distribution of site metallicities of type II
CCSNe (black solid line). On the left, the metallicity conversions were made with Kewley & Ellison (2008). The non-monotonicity of the
conversions from T04 and KK04 to PP04N2 results in the non-physical double-values. On the right, conversions are done with by inverting
the reverse conversions, as described in Appendix. This maintains the physicality of the distribution function, but may increase inaccuracy
at higher metallicities.
Figure 11. The metallicity distribution (left) of type II SN hosts (solid black), all other CCSN hosts (dashed orange) and all CCSN
hosts in Table 2 (dotted green). With this small sample of other subtypes, the type II distribution is statistically consistent with the other
CCSNe (K-S probability 23%) and with all CCSNe (K-S probability 99%). Increasing the sample size, the distribution in photometrically
calculated host galaxy mass (right) of type II SN hosts (black solid), Ic-BL (pink dotted), IIb (green short-dashed), Ib (blue long-dashed),
and Ic (red dot-dashed). These distributions are consistent with the overrepresentation of IIb and Ic-BL at low host luminosity found by
Arcavi et al. (2010) and with the distributions in host mass found by Kelly & Kirshner (2012).
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ful conclusion should not be affected by a change in the
metallicity calibration.
The primary scale we choose for this study is the
N2 diagnostic of Pettini & Pagel (2004), which depends
solely on [N II]λ6584/Hαλ6563. Three disadvantages of
the method are that it shows a larger dispersion com-
pared to the direct (Te) method than most other strong
line diagnostics, that it has a dependence on the ioniza-
tion parameter that becomes important at low metallici-
ties (PP04N2 12+log(O/H) < 8.0) (Lo´pez-Sa´nchez et al.
2012), and that it loses sensitivity and saturates at high
metallicities (PP04N2 12+log(O/H) > 8.86). There are
a number of key advantages of this diagnostic, however.
The ratio is very insensitive to reddening due to the close
wavelength proximity of the lines. It is monotonic with
oxygen abundance. It depends on lines with relatively
high fluxes in star forming environments, which means
that good metallicity estimates can be achieved at rela-
tively low observational expense. Yin et al. (2007) find
it is more consistent with Te methods than the O3N2
diagnostic of Pettini & Pagel (2004), and Bresolin et al.
(2009) compare a variety of strong-line abundance es-
timators and find that PP04N2 is the closest match in
both slope and normalization to the oxygen abundance
gradient in NGC 300 measured with the Te method and
measured with stellar metallicity (blue supergiants).
4.7. Iron abundances
Iron is more important than oxygen for the late-
stage evolution of massive stars, because iron provides
much of the opacity for radiation-driven stellar winds
(Pauldrach et al. 1986; Vink & de Koter 2005, e.g.). Un-
fortunately, gas-phase iron abundances are difficult to
measure, and the fraction of iron depleted onto grains
is highly variable. Even within our own galaxy, mea-
suring iron abundances is challenging (e.g. Rodr´ıguez
2002; Jensen & Snow 2007; Okada et al. 2008). We mea-
sure gas-phase oxygen abundances instead as a proxy for
metallicity because it is observationally feasible.
Because iron is the dominant opacity source, we would
like to estimate the iron abundances implied by the ob-
served oxygen abundances. To do this we make use of
three correlations: first, the PP04N2 diagnostic, which
uses a function of the flux ratio of the Hα λ6563 and
[N II]λ6584 lines that correlates well with direct method
(Te) measures of gas-phase oxygen abundance; second,
the tight correlation of direct method measures of gas-
phase oxygen abundance with stellar oxygen abundance;
third, the correlation between stellar oxygen and stellar
iron abundances.
Bresolin et al. (2009) find that PP04N2 is the clos-
est match in both slope and normalization to the oxy-
gen abundance gradient in NGC 300 measured with Te
methods, with an average error of approximately 0.1 dex.
Although PP04N2 is a good match to direct-method
gas-phase oxygen abundance, it is not perfect, and a
small correction to slope and zero point could be made.
For the purpose of this paper, however, we assume that
PP04N2 maps precisely to direct-method oxygen abun-
dances. Bresolin et al. also find that the gas-phase oxy-
gen abundance gradient measured with Te methods cor-
relates very tightly with with the stellar oxygen abun-
dance gradient, with an error of no more than about 0.03
dex. For the purposes of this paper, we assume that the
correspondence between Te gas-phase oxygen abundance
and stellar oxygen abundance is one-to-one, which is a
very good assumption.
Stars that have low oxygen abundances have even
lower iron abundances. At low metallicity, α-elements
like oxygen are enhanced relative to iron compared to
the solar mixture. In the galactic disk and halo, at
[Fe/H] > −1, [O/Fe] is approximately inversely propor-
tional to [Fe/H], as can be seen in the left panel of Fig-
ure 12, while below [Fe/H] = −1, [O/Fe] may flatten
out at a constant (and lower) relative iron abundance
(e.g Tinsley 1979; McWilliam 1997; Johnson et al. 2007;
Epstein et al. 2010) (but see e.g. Israelian et al. 1998).
To estimate the conversion between stellar oxy-
gen and iron abundance, we compared [O/H] to
[Fe/H] over a wide range in metallicities using stel-
lar abundance measurements from the Milky Way
bulge, disk, and halo, from Fulbright et al. (2007);
Rich et al. (2007); Rich & Origlia (2005); Lecureur et al.
(2007); Reddy et al. (2003, 2006); Bensby et al. (2004);
Chen et al. (2003). We fit the relationship between
[O/H] and [Fe/H] with an unweighted linear fit, as seen
in Figure 12, and find
[Fe/H] = c1 + c2([O/H]), (1)
where c1 = −0.34± 0.01 and c2 = 1.25± 0.05. Although
the eye is drawn to a steeper trend at higher metallicity
than the formal fit shown, this misleading and based on
relatively few points; the fit is driven to be flatter by a
dense concentration of points with −0.2 < [O/H] < 0.2
and −0.5 < [Fe/H] < 0. The relationship does not dif-
fer substantially between bulge stars (shown in red) and
halo and disk stars (shown in blue). If [O/Fe] flattens out
below [Fe/H] = −1, the linear relationship we choose to
fit may not extend to lower metallicities. We would ex-
pect to find a slightly steeper relationship were we to
exclude points below [Fe/H] = −1, which would mean
that type II SN progenitors in low oxygen abundance
host regions have even lower iron abundance than we find
here. Because there is finite scatter in the measured rela-
tionship, however, imposing a strict cut at [Fe/H] = −1
actually drives the fit to be slightly flatter by biasing
the points with lowest [O/H] to higher [Fe/H]. The ex-
act value of the slope is not critically important; the
main point is that low oxygen abundances imply even
lower iron abundances, as can easily be seen in the right
side of Figure 12. This is equivalent to saying that at
low metallicities, alpha elements are enhanced relative
to iron.
Stellar abundances are measured relative to so-
lar, while gas-phase abundances are (nominally) abso-
lute. Applying the fit to a direct conversion between
12+log(O/H) and [Fe/H] therefore requires assuming a
solar oxygen abundance. There is currently some dis-
pute over the solar abundance because results from at-
mospheric and interiors methods differ. For a given solar
oxygen abundance O⊙,
[Fe/H] = c1 − c2O⊙ + c2(12 + log(O/H)). (2)
Using a solar oxygen abundance of O⊙ = 8.86
(Delahaye & Pinsonneault 2006), the conversion is
[Fe/H] = −11.4 + 1.25(12 + log(O/H)), while using
O⊙ = 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009), the conversion is
[Fe/H] = −11.2 + 1.25(12 + log(O/H)).
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Figure 12. To translate oxygen abundances into iron abundances, we fit a linear relation (black) to the iron and oxygen abundances
of Milky Way bulge, disk, and halo stars. At low metallicity, α-elements like oxygen are enhanced relative to iron compared to the solar
mixture. On the left is the well-known relationship between [O/Fe] and [Fe/H]. The red open points are iron and oxygen abundances of
bulge stars (Fulbright et al. 2007; Lecureur et al. 2007; Rich & Origlia 2005; Rich et al. 2007). The blue solid points are halo and disk
stars (Bensby et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2003; Reddy et al. 2003, 2006). On the right we express this in terms of [O/H] and [Fe/H] and fit
the relation. Although the eye is drawn to a steeper trend at higher metallicity than the formal fit, this is an illusion based on relatively
few points; the fit is driven to be flatter by a dense concentration of points with −0.2 < [O/H] < 0.2 and −0.5 < [Fe/H] < 0. The blue
dashed line has a slope of 1 to guide the eye and intersects with the fit at [O/H] = 0, showing that iron varies more steeply than oxygen. If
the slope is steeper than we have fit, this conclusion strengthens. Equation 2 can be used to conservatively convert a measured gas-phase
oxygen abundance to iron abundance for a given solar oxygen abundance (modulo the uncertainties of equating gas-phase strong-line
oxygen abundance indicators to stellar oxygen abundances). This conversion is necessary because at low metallicities, alpha elements such
as oxygen are enhanced relative to iron, and iron is the main opacity source for line-driven winds and thus may drive mass loss for supernova
progenitors.
We apply this fit to transform our oxygen abun-
dance distribution of type II progenitors into an iron
abundance distribution, shown in Figure 13. The me-
dian value of [Fe/H] is −0.60 using the solar value of
Delahaye & Pinsonneault (2006). If another solar oxy-
gen abundance O⊙ is assumed, the calculated iron value
shifts by
c2(8.86−O⊙), (3)
so using O⊙ = 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009), for example,
the median value of [Fe/H] is −0.39.
The most important result here is that the gap be-
tween the iron and oxygen abundances is 50% wider at
the low-metallicity end of the distribution than at the
high-metallicity end, even though this sample spans less
than a dex in abundance. Were we to assume that [O/Fe]
flattens out below [Fe/H] = −1 instead of remaining lin-
ear, the slope we fit would be steeper and the difference
would be even greater. A striking outcome of this trans-
lation is that all of the type II SN progenitors in this
sample appear to have sub-solar iron abundances. Al-
though this is notable, it is not entirely surprising; the
sun is more enhanced in iron than most Milky Way stars
at its oxygen abundance, and all of the host galaxies in
this sample are smaller than the Milky Way. It is, how-
ever, not a secure result. Given the scatter in the cor-
relations we use to define this relation, we caution that
conversions of average values are uncertain at the level
of at least 0.15 dex, and conversions of individual values
are uncertain at the level of approximately 0.3 dex.
The type II progenitors all have iron abundances
greater than [Fe/H] = −1.5, putting them squarely in the
regime where winds are primarily driven by iron opacity.
For the most metal-poor stars (Z/Z⊙ < 10−3), non-iron
elements such as carbon dominate the radiative driving
(Vink & de Koter 2005), but in the metallicity range of
these type II SN progenitors, iron abundance should still
be the dominant factor which determines wind strength
and mass loss.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The primary result of this paper is a new progeni-
tor region metallicity distribution for a uniform (though
not completely unbiased) sample of type II SNe. Un-
derstanding the underlying distribution is important for
understanding any possible metallicity dependences of
different types of events associated with massive stars,
and it can serve as a probe of the metallicity distribution
of star formation.
The host galaxies of our type II sample appear to trace
galaxies from the MPA/JHU value-added catalog in mass
and metallicity, showing a slight bias towards higher star
formation rates.
We find a similarity between the existing host metal-
licity distributions for heterogeneous type II supernova
samples and the metallicity distribution we derive. Be-
cause the existing host metallicity distributions are based
on supernova samples that are drawn predominantly
from galaxy-targeted supernova searches, one might
naively expect these previous distributions might be bi-
ased towards higher mass and therefore higher metallicity
galaxies. We do not find such a trend.
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Figure 13. The estimated [Fe/H] distribution of the type II SN
sites. The red dashed line is the [O/H] distribution, and the blue
solid line is the [Fe/H] distribution assuming the solar oxygen abun-
dance is 8.86 (Delahaye & Pinsonneault 2006). The arrows indi-
cate the shift corresponding to assuming a solar oxygen abundance
of 8.69 (Asplund et al. 2009). The green dotted line is the oxy-
gen abundance shifted left by 0.35 to line up with the iron at the
high-metallicity end. Notice that the gap between the iron and
the oxygen abundance is 50% wider at the low-metallicity end of
the distribution as at the high-metallicity end. Iron varies more
steeply than oxygen, and a galaxy that has low oxygen abundance
has even lower iron abundance.
Comparing to the metallicity distribution of star for-
mation rather than to the metallicity distribution of
galaxies as a function of mass is the correct way to evalu-
ate a possible metallicity dependence of a transient popu-
lation associated with young stars. We point out that us-
ing CCSNe to trace star formation leads to an almost en-
tirely independent way of probing the metallicity distri-
bution of star formation from methods involving galaxy
population statistics, and we compare the metallicity dis-
tribution we derive to one of these.
Finally, we present our host metallicity distribution in
terms of iron abundance, by converting our oxygen abun-
dance distribution to an iron abundance distribution us-
ing the α/Fe relationship observed in Milky Way bulge,
disk, and halo stars, noting that iron is more important
than oxygen for the late-stage evolution of massive stars.
We show that even though these hosts span less than
a dex in oxygen abundance, the gap between their iron
abundance and oxygen abundance nearly doubles at the
low-metallicity end compared to the high-metallicity end.
We estimate that −1.2 < [Fe/H] < 0 for these type II SN
progenitors. Though all may have sub-solar iron abun-
dance, none are metal-poor enough that elements other
than iron will dominate the wind-driving opacity of the
progenitor star.
Future improvements to this estimate of the metallicity
distribution of type II SNe can be made by performing
completeness corrections for any selection or followup bi-
ases in the source survey. If the peak luminosity of type II
SNe is found to depend on host galaxy metallicity, there
may also be Malmquist-like biases to correct.
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It is well known that the various strong-line oxygen abundance estimators have different scales and zero-points.
(For excellent pictorial representations of this, see Figure 2 of Kewley & Ellison (2008) or Figure 12 of Bresolin et al.
(2009).) Because of these differences in scale and zero-point, it is critically necessary to put different estimates on
a common scale before comparing abundances. Kewley & Ellison (2008) determined empirical conversions between
many of the commonly used scales by fitting the trend defined by performing a given two diagnostics on a large sample
of high S/N galaxy spectra from SDSS. While these conversions have been very useful to the community, there can
be problems using them at very low metallicity. The forward and reverse conversions between two methods are not
always consistent, or even monotonic, as can be seen by comparing the black solid and red dotted lines in Figure 14.
The problem appears to be a consequence of the interaction between the vast statistical weight of the abundant high-
metallicity galaxies and the third-order polynomials (the inversion of which cannot be precisely expressed as another
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Figure 14. Forward and reverse conversion over the entire valid conversion ranges between the metallicity scale of Kobulnicky & Kewley
(2004) and the N2 scale of Pettini & Pagel (2004) (left) and between Tremonti et al. (2004) and the N2 scale of Pettini & Pagel (2004)
(right). To KK04 and T04 is the black solid line, while from KK04 and T04 is the red dotted line. The blue dashed line would represent a
conversion between two exactly equivalent metallicity scales. The scales are the same as those in Figure 3 in Kewley & Ellison (2008). The
green long-dashed lines show our fits to the forward conversions, which we use in Figure 10 to convert from KK04 and T04 to PP04N2 in
order to ensure monotonic behavior at low metallicities.
third-order polynomial) in which the conversions are expressed. The high-metallicity end is tightly pinned, allowing
low-metallicity end of the third-order polynomial to shift dramatically when the forward and reverse conversions are
independently fit to the data.
Preserving monotonicity in a conversion is important when converting a continuous distribution, as can be dramati-
cally seen in Figure 10. We are also concerned about the compounding errors involved in multiple conversions between
different scales, which is perhaps the most problematic negative consequence of the difference between the forward and
reverse conversions, in that even the simplest conversion chain (to another scale and back again) results in a different
metallicity distribution. For applications involving more than one conversion, invertability can be more important
than the extra precision from fitting the forward and reverse conversions independently to the data.
For the purposes of this paper, we need to avoid the double-value of the non-monotonic T04 to PP04N2 conversion
at low metallicities in order to convert the metallicity distribution of star-formation. We do so by defining ad hoc
conversions from T04 to PP04N2 and from KK04 to PP04N2, as shown in Figure 14. These conversion are third-order
polynomial fits to the conversion from PP04N2 to T04 and from PP04N2 to KK04 given in Kewley & Ellison (2008).
These fits are described by
y = a+ bx+ cx2 + dx3, (A1)
where y = 12+log(O/H)PP04N2. For T04, x = 12+log(O/H)T04, a = 178.248, b = −59.2077, c = 6.80078, and
d = −0.257326, and for KK04, x = 12+log(O/H)KK04, a = −1657.85, b = 583.307, c = −68.1052, and d = 2.65189.
Note that these are fits to fits rather than fits to data, and they are equivalent to mathematically inverting the
conversion from PP04N2 to T04 or KK04 and approximating it as a third-order polynomial. We define them solely for
the purposes of avoiding a double-valued function at low metallicity and matching the inverse conversion from PP04N2
to T04 and from PP04N2 to KK04.
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Telescope Instrument slit width ruling λ coverage resolution
(arcsec) (lines/mm) (A˚) (A˚)
APO DIS 1.5 B400/R300 (gratings) 3500–9800 7
du Pont WFCCD 1.7 400 (blue grism) 3700–9200 7
Hiltner OSMOS 1.2 704 (grism) 3960–6870 3
SDSS fiber spectrograph 3 (dia) B640/R440 (grisms) 3800–9200 3
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Table 2
Measured host metallicities
SN Name z type Hα λ6563a [N II]λ6584a 12+log(O/H) [Fe/H] SN radiusb SN radiusc Source
(PP04N2) (8.86) (arcsec) (kpc)
PTF09awk 0.0620 Ib 717± 3 126± 3 8.42±0.03 −0.90 *0.10 0.11 SDSS
PTF09bce 0.0230 II 117± 3 45± 4 8.72±0.10 −0.51 5.93 2.76 OSMOS
PTF09bcl 0.0620 II 117± 9 50± 8 8.77±0.21 −0.45 · · · d · · · d APO
PTF09bgf 0.0310 II 643±10 38±11 8.18±0.34 −1.19 1.17 0.72 duPont
PTF09cjq 0.0190 II 2982±25 1107±25 8.70±0.03 −0.54 14.24 5.49 APO
PTF09cu 0.0570 II 60± 3 20± 3 8.66±0.20 −0.59 9.14 10.10 APO
PTF09dah 0.0238 IIb 207± 4 31± 4 8.37±0.15 −0.95 2.32 1.12 duPont
PTF09dfk 0.0160 Ib 601± 4 65± 4 8.30±0.07 −1.05 1.25 0.41 duPont
PTF09dra 0.0770 II 145± 3 55± 3 8.72±0.07 −0.52 *3.63 5.29 SDSS
PTF09due 0.0290 II · · · e · · · e 8.77±0.05 −0.45 9.91 5.76 APOgrad
PTF09dxv 0.0330 IIb 277± 4 88± 4 8.63±0.06 −0.63 6.26 4.12 duPont
PTF09ebq 0.0235 II 3304±14 1175±13 8.68±0.01 −0.56 0.69 0.33 duPont
PTF09ecm 0.0285 II 149± 3 55± 4 8.70±0.08 −0.54 5.17 2.96 duPont
PTF09fbf 0.0210 II 571± 3 85± 3 8.37±0.04 −0.95 4.55 1.93 duPont
PTF09fma 0.0310 II 183± 5 57± 6 8.62±0.13 −0.64 · · · d · · · d duPont
PTF09fmk 0.0631 II 451± 7 166± 8 8.70±0.06 −0.54 3.68 4.47 duPont
PTF09fqa 0.0300 II 43± 1 7± 1 8.37±0.22 −0.95 10.76 6.46 duPont
PTF09fsr 0.0079 Ib 296± 4 93± 4 8.63±0.06 −0.63 64.61 10.55 duPont
PTF09g 0.0400 II 187± 3 62± 3 8.65±0.06 −0.60 *3.83 3.03 SDSS
PTF09gof 0.1030 II 62± 3 17± 3 8.56±0.20 −0.72 1.90 3.59 duPont
PTF09iex 0.0200 II 278± 7 18± 8 8.20±0.56 −1.17 4.43 1.79 duPont
PTF09ige 0.0640 II 322± 2 97± 2 8.61±0.02 −0.65 *5.10 6.28 SDSS
PTF09igz 0.0860 II 72± 3 18± 3 8.53±0.19 −0.75 1.69 2.72 APO
PTF09ism 0.0290 II 100± 2 33± 2 8.65±0.08 −0.61 *7.47 4.34 SDSS
PTF09q 0.0900 Ic 201± 4 92± 4 8.81±0.06 −0.40 *2.88 4.84 SDSS
PTF09r 0.0270 II 63± 3 22± 3 8.68±0.18 −0.57 0.79 0.43 OSMOS
PTF09sh 0.0377 II 362± 9 90± 9 8.53±0.12 −0.75 9.73 7.27 APO
PTF09sk 0.0355 Ic-BL 717± 3 73± 2 8.28±0.04 −1.06 *2.77 1.95 SDSS
PTF09t 0.0390 II 775± 9 114± 9 8.37±0.10 −0.96 5.84 4.51 duPont
PTF09tm 0.0350 II 232± 4 109± 4 8.83±0.04 −0.38 *3.64 2.53 SDSS
PTF09uj 0.0651 II 85± 2 26± 2 8.61±0.10 −0.65 *2.72 3.40 SDSS
PTF10bau 0.0260 II · · · e · · · e 8.73±0.04 −0.50 6.18 3.23 grad
PTF10bgl 0.0300 II · · · e · · · e 8.63±0.06 −0.63 8.19 4.92 OSMgrad
PTF10bhu 0.0360 Ic 152± 2 36± 2 8.51±0.08 −0.78 *1.62 1.16 SDSS
PTF10bip 0.0510 Ic 229± 6 24± 5 8.29±0.25 −1.05 1.24 1.23 duPont
PTF10con 0.0330 II 132± 5 44± 5 8.65±0.14 −0.60 1.72 1.13 duPont
PTF10cqh 0.0410 II 318± 7 141± 7 8.80±0.06 −0.42 9.17 7.43 duPont
PTF10cwx 0.0730 II 237± 4 31± 5 8.34±0.19 −0.99 2.56 3.55 duPont
PTF10cxq 0.0470 II 286± 5 31± 5 8.30±0.20 −1.05 1.53 1.41 duPont
PTF10cxx 0.0340 II 759± 4 326± 4 8.78±0.02 −0.44 *1.84 1.24 SDSS
PTF10czn 0.0450 II 611±13 132±13 8.48±0.12 −0.81 14.98 13.25 duPont
PTF10hv 0.0518 II 139± 2 35± 2 8.54±0.06 −0.74 *5.59 5.65 SDSS
PTF10s 0.0510 II 271± 2 90± 2 8.65±0.03 −0.60 *1.05 1.04 SDSS
a
10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1
b
SN radius from the center of the galaxy. Note that all targets are
observed at the SN location or equivalent galactocentric radius except
the 12 targets for which we use archival SDSS spectra (*starred). For
these 12 targets, the distance in this column is the distance between
the SN location and the fiber center, which is half an arcsecond or less
away from the center of the galaxy in all cases. Note that for these
SDSS spectra, most SN locations are within the fiber diameter, and
only one is more than 2 fiber diameters away.
c
Projected physical radius calculated (Wright 2006) assuming H0 =
70, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.
d
PTF09bcl and PTF09fma are outside the SDSS photometry, so we
do not determine the coordinates of their host galaxy centers.
e
For PTF09due, PTF10bau, and PTF10bgl, the metallicity at the
SN location is approximated by fitting a metallicity gradient to points
at other galactocentric radii (see Table 3 for line fluxes and locations)
and extrapolating or interpolating the metallicity at the radius of the
SN.
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Table 3
Measured line fluxes and metallicities at non-supernova locations within the
galaxy
SN Name Source Radiusa Hα λ6563b [N II]λ6584b 12+log(O/H)
(arcsec) (PP04N2)
PTF09due APO 13.0 276.0±1.9 105.2±2.0 8.72±0.02
PTF09due APO 25.0 202.2±1.6 46.6±1.5 8.51±0.04
PTF10bau SDSS 0.0 988.5±6.9 379.5±7.3 8.72±0.02
PTF10bau OSMOS 3.1 522.3±1.8 209.8±2.4 8.74±0.01
PTF10bau OSMOS 4.8 314.7±2.1 124.8±2.3 8.74±0.02
PTF10bau SDSS 10.5 565.2±1.9 215.7±2.0 8.72±0.01
PTF10bau OSMOS 10.6 122.8±1.8 57.1±1.9 8.82±0.04
PTF10bau OSMOS 12.9 152.7±1.6 60.9±1.6 8.74±0.03
PTF10bau OSMOS 19.8 35.9±1.2 6.6±0.7 8.43±0.14
PTF10bgl OSMOS 1.5 268.9±4.4 107.7±4.7 8.74±0.06
PTF10bgl OSMOS 5.9 164.3±3.1 61.8±3.4 8.71±0.07
PTF10bgl OSMOS 9.1 394.4±2.9 116.3±3.1 8.60±0.03
PTF10bgl OSMOS 13.7 851.3±3.0 218.5±3.2 8.54±0.02
PTF10bgl OSMOS 21.9 68.7±2.6 21.8±2.5 8.63±0.14
a
Galactocentric radius of the spectrum
b
10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1
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Table 4
Host properties measured from SDSS photometry
SN Gal RA Gal Dec fua fga fra fia fza
(PTF) (J2000.0) (J2000.0) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy)
09aux 16:09:15.851 +29:17:37.09 1.42E-04±8.5E-06 5.87E-04±1.2E-05 1.15E-03±2.3E-05 1.57E-03±3.2E-05 1.99E-03±6.3E-05
09awk 13:37:56.354 +22:55:04.82 8.41E-05±5.4E-06 1.96E-04±4.2E-06 2.72E-04±5.8E-06 3.58E-04±7.9E-06 3.89E-04±1.6E-05
09axc 14:53:13.066 +22:14:32.22 2.51E-05±3.0E-06 9.85E-05±2.2E-06 1.88E-04±4.0E-06 2.40E-04±5.3E-06 2.78E-04±1.4E-05
09axi 14:12:40.942 +31:04:03.51 3.67E-05±6.1E-06 1.09E-04±2.9E-06 1.79E-04±4.9E-06 1.90E-04±6.4E-06 1.74E-04±1.9E-05
09bce 16:35:18.117 +55:38:03.60 1.02E-03±5.2E-05 4.05E-03±8.3E-05 8.23E-03±1.7E-04 1.20E-02±2.4E-04 1.55E-02±4.7E-04
09bgf 14:41:38.351 +19:21:43.21 5.69E-05±5.3E-06 1.29E-04±3.1E-06 1.65E-04±4.2E-06 1.89E-04±5.8E-06 2.08E-04±1.6E-05
09bw 15:05:02.037 +48:40:03.22 1.85E-06±1.8E-06 1.35E-05±1.1E-06 2.80E-05±1.5E-06 3.52E-05±2.5E-06 3.54E-05±7.6E-06
09cjq 21:16:27.580 -00:49:35.16 2.97E-03±1.5E-04 1.05E-02±2.1E-04 2.10E-02±4.2E-04 2.96E-02±6.0E-04 3.93E-02±1.2E-03
09ct 11:42:13.837 +10:38:53.86 1.03E-05±2.5E-06 2.68E-05±1.2E-06 5.51E-05±2.2E-06 7.46E-05±3.5E-06 9.48E-05±1.1E-05
09cu 13:15:23.892 +46:25:13.40 3.85E-04±2.0E-05 1.05E-03±2.2E-05 1.77E-03±3.6E-05 2.38E-03±4.9E-05 2.83E-03±9.3E-05
09cvi 21:47:09.984 +08:18:35.58 -1.11E-06±1.2E-06 4.06E-06±4.3E-07 4.63E-06±6.9E-07 4.97E-06±1.1E-06 9.74E-06±3.9E-06
09dah 22:45:17.115 +21:49:17.34 1.80E-04±1.3E-05 3.79E-04±8.2E-06 5.11E-04±1.2E-05 6.63E-04±1.6E-05 7.64E-04±4.0E-05
09dfk 23:09:13.471 +07:48:16.39 1.28E-04±7.9E-06 3.53E-04±7.5E-06 5.40E-04±1.1E-05 6.87E-04±1.5E-05 8.28E-04±3.2E-05
09djl 16:33:55.969 +30:14:16.65 4.05E-06±2.1E-06 1.76E-05±8.0E-07 4.63E-05±1.4E-06 5.80E-05±2.2E-06 8.44E-05±9.8E-06
09dra 15:48:11.297 +41:13:31.76 2.40E-04±1.5E-05 5.98E-04±1.3E-05 9.95E-04±2.1E-05 1.34E-03±2.9E-05 1.63E-03±5.9E-05
09due 16:26:53.240 +51:33:18.35 2.35E-03±1.2E-04 6.12E-03±1.3E-04 9.42E-03±1.9E-04 1.17E-02±2.4E-04 1.41E-02±4.3E-04
09dxv 23:08:34.828 +18:56:19.80 3.99E-04±2.6E-05 1.17E-03±2.4E-05 1.94E-03±4.0E-05 2.77E-03±5.9E-05 3.55E-03±1.3E-04
09dzt 16:03:03.823 +21:01:47.28 9.55E-05±9.2E-06 2.00E-04±4.9E-06 3.32E-04±8.7E-06 4.26E-04±1.3E-05 5.39E-04±4.2E-05
09ebq 00:14:01.743 +29:25:58.47 5.79E-04±2.9E-05 1.44E-03±2.9E-05 2.40E-03±4.8E-05 3.15E-03±6.5E-05 4.01E-03±1.3E-04
09ecm 01:06:43.123 -06:22:46.04 3.60E-04±2.4E-05 1.08E-03±2.3E-05 1.83E-03±3.8E-05 2.26E-03±4.8E-05 2.86E-03±1.0E-04
09ejz 00:55:07.230 -06:57:04.82 5.63E-05±8.0E-06 1.86E-04±4.4E-06 4.32E-04±9.5E-06 6.28E-04±1.4E-05 8.24E-04±3.4E-05
09fae 17:26:20.127 +72:56:28.74 2.23E-05±3.3E-06 3.59E-05±1.3E-06 3.76E-05±1.9E-06 4.74E-05±2.9E-06 8.00E-05±1.1E-05
09fbf 21:20:38.208 +01:02:49.97 1.59E-03±8.1E-05 4.36E-03±9.0E-05 6.76E-03±1.4E-04 8.65E-03±1.8E-04 1.06E-02±3.3E-04
09fmk 23:57:46.435 +11:58:44.53 1.65E-04±1.3E-05 4.44E-04±9.6E-06 7.74E-04±1.7E-05 1.21E-03±2.7E-05 1.40E-03±6.1E-05
09foy 23:17:10.983 +17:15:04.12 1.99E-04±1.5E-05 5.79E-04±1.2E-05 9.82E-04±2.1E-05 1.34E-03±2.9E-05 1.50E-03±6.9E-05
09fqa 22:25:33.064 +18:59:44.12 4.48E-04±2.7E-05 1.30E-03±2.7E-05 2.11E-03±4.4E-05 2.71E-03±5.7E-05 3.16E-03±1.1E-04
09fsr 23:04:56.569 +12:19:21.47 1.61E-02±7.8E-04 6.23E-02±1.3E-03 1.24E-01±2.5E-03 1.73E-01±3.5E-03 2.13E-01±6.5E-03
09g 15:16:31.418 +54:27:31.04 4.12E-04±2.1E-05 9.85E-04±2.0E-05 1.40E-03±2.9E-05 1.66E-03±3.4E-05 1.87E-03±6.7E-05
09gof 01:22:25.476 +03:38:08.80 7.57E-05±8.2E-06 1.91E-04±4.5E-06 3.21E-04±7.5E-06 3.74E-04±1.0E-05 4.07E-04±2.8E-05
09gtt 02:20:37.291 +02:24:24.30 4.74E-05±9.5E-06 1.39E-04±4.0E-06 1.78E-04±5.9E-06 2.73E-04±9.8E-06 2.85E-04±4.0E-05
09hdo 00:15:22.815 +30:43:16.29 4.55E-04±2.4E-05 1.59E-03±3.3E-05 3.17E-03±6.4E-05 4.60E-03±9.4E-05 6.01E-03±1.9E-04
09hzg 11:50:56.789 +21:11:50.06 3.64E-04±2.1E-05 1.38E-03±2.9E-05 2.97E-03±6.0E-05 4.45E-03±9.1E-05 6.25E-03±1.9E-04
09iex 12:02:46.955 +02:24:02.61 8.43E-05±9.2E-06 1.59E-04±4.6E-06 1.94E-04±6.7E-06 2.28E-04±1.0E-05 3.01E-04±3.9E-05
09ige 08:55:34.126 +32:40:01.34 1.39E-04±8.1E-06 3.49E-04±7.4E-06 4.98E-04±1.1E-05 6.26E-04±1.4E-05 6.35E-04±2.7E-05
09igz 08:53:56.582 +33:40:10.68 3.04E-05±4.1E-06 7.07E-05±2.0E-06 1.04E-04±3.4E-06 1.29E-04±5.0E-06 1.42E-04±1.6E-05
09ism 11:44:35.370 +10:12:46.55 1.98E-04±1.5E-05 4.85E-04±1.1E-05 7.06E-04±1.6E-05 8.73E-04±2.2E-05 9.28E-04±6.2E-05
09ps 16:14:08.619 +55:41:41.78 2.18E-05±3.0E-06 4.35E-05±1.2E-06 6.19E-05±1.8E-06 7.92E-05±2.6E-06 6.72E-05±1.1E-05
09q 12:24:50.022 +08:26:01.27 1.49E-04±1.1E-05 4.47E-04±9.6E-06 8.69E-04±1.8E-05 1.24E-03±2.6E-05 1.51E-03±5.2E-05
09r 14:18:58.607 +35:23:15.26 4.01E-05±4.0E-06 1.37E-04±3.1E-06 2.54E-04±5.5E-06 3.32E-04±7.6E-06 3.98E-04±1.9E-05
09sh 16:13:58.581 +39:31:50.29 6.53E-04±3.6E-05 1.46E-03±3.0E-05 2.34E-03±4.8E-05 3.04E-03±6.4E-05 2.83E-03±1.2E-04
09sk 13:30:51.179 +30:20:02.22 1.15E-04±6.7E-06 2.52E-04±5.6E-06 3.19E-04±6.9E-06 3.87E-04±9.1E-06 4.14E-04±1.9E-05
09t 14:15:42.905 +16:12:00.93 5.39E-04±2.8E-05 1.24E-03±2.5E-05 1.67E-03±3.4E-05 1.99E-03±4.2E-05 2.14E-03±7.8E-05
09tm 13:46:55.509 +61:33:17.33 4.21E-04±2.1E-05 1.41E-03±2.9E-05 2.68E-03±5.4E-05 3.76E-03±7.7E-05 4.84E-03±1.5E-04
09uj 14:20:10.883 +53:33:42.11 1.14E-04±8.0E-06 2.86E-04±6.3E-06 4.33E-04±9.5E-06 5.28E-04±1.2E-05 5.38E-04±2.8E-05
10bau 09:16:21.696 +17:43:38.08 2.47E-03±1.2E-04 6.20E-03±1.3E-04 1.02E-02±2.0E-04 1.28E-02±2.6E-04 1.56E-02±4.8E-04
10bfz 12:54:41.278 +15:24:16.42 1.80E-06±1.1E-06 4.07E-06±4.7E-07 6.37E-06±7.6E-07 4.20E-06±1.4E-06 1.20E-06±5.1E-06
10bgl 10:19:05.166 +46:27:16.67 3.40E-03±1.6E-04 8.80E-03±1.8E-04 1.27E-02±2.6E-04 1.57E-02±3.2E-04 1.77E-02±5.4E-04
10bhu 12:55:28.353 +53:34:30.63 2.17E-04±1.3E-05 5.53E-04±1.2E-05 8.10E-04±1.7E-05 9.83E-04±2.2E-05 1.17E-03±4.5E-05
10bip 12:34:10.493 +08:21:49.67 2.75E-05±3.5E-06 9.00E-05±2.2E-06 1.16E-04±3.0E-06 1.46E-04±4.1E-06 1.74E-04±1.2E-05
10bzf 11:44:02.964 +55:41:22.55 3.89E-05±4.7E-06 5.33E-05±2.1E-06 8.66E-05±3.0E-06 1.09E-04±4.5E-06 1.37E-04±1.6E-05
10cd 03:00:33.086 +36:15:25.02 2.11E-05±5.1E-06 5.21E-05±2.1E-06 9.28E-05±3.7E-06 8.22E-05±5.4E-06 1.02E-04±1.9E-05
10con 16:11:39.154 +00:52:31.87 2.36E-04±2.2E-05 6.06E-04±1.4E-05 1.61E-03±3.5E-05 3.58E-03±7.5E-05 2.85E-03±1.1E-04
10cqh 16:10:36.992 -01:43:01.65 5.53E-04±2.9E-05 1.98E-03±4.1E-05 3.91E-03±7.9E-05 5.67E-03±1.2E-04 7.45E-03±2.3E-04
10cwx 12:33:16.405 -00:03:12.34 4.72E-05±4.0E-06 9.72E-05±2.6E-06 1.23E-04±3.7E-06 1.60E-04±5.3E-06 1.73E-04±1.7E-05
10cxq 13:48:19.317 +13:28:57.27 1.03E-04±6.6E-06 2.23E-04±4.9E-06 2.77E-04±6.4E-06 3.22E-04±8.3E-06 3.25E-04±2.1E-05
10cxx 14:47:27.701 +01:55:05.28 2.79E-04±1.5E-05 9.62E-04±2.0E-05 1.81E-03±3.7E-05 2.48E-03±5.1E-05 3.31E-03±1.1E-04
10czn 14:51:17.242 +15:26:46.79 8.36E-04±4.4E-05 2.63E-03±5.4E-05 4.19E-03±8.5E-05 5.38E-03±1.1E-04 6.08E-03±2.0E-04
10dk 05:08:21.597 +00:12:42.28 1.11E-06±2.0E-06 5.16E-06±6.5E-07 9.23E-06±1.1E-06 9.73E-06±1.7E-06 9.92E-06±7.6E-06
10dvb 17:16:10.672 +31:47:32.32 1.81E-03±8.8E-05 4.49E-03±9.2E-05 7.00E-03±1.4E-04 8.64E-03±1.8E-04 1.06E-02±3.2E-04
10hv 14:03:56.535 +54:27:27.21 1.51E-04±1.0E-05 4.23E-04±9.2E-06 5.92E-04±1.3E-05 7.55E-04±1.7E-05 8.11E-04±3.7E-05
10in 07:50:00.984 +33:06:27.99 2.64E-06±1.8E-06 7.66E-06±7.3E-07 9.70E-06±1.3E-06 1.63E-05±1.8E-06 1.16E-05±6.3E-06
10s 10:37:16.292 +38:06:23.57 8.95E-05±6.5E-06 2.37E-04±5.1E-06 3.67E-04±7.9E-06 4.55E-04±1.0E-05 5.21E-04±2.1E-05
10ts 12:33:55.888 +13:55:08.31 1.70E-04±1.0E-05 4.53E-04±9.9E-06 7.26E-04±1.5E-05 9.44E-04±2.1E-05 1.06E-03±4.8E-05
10u 10:09:58.780 +46:00:33.68 6.48E-07±1.1E-06 1.62E-06±4.8E-07 6.87E-06±7.7E-07 9.58E-06±1.3E-06 1.43E-05±4.4E-06
a
3σ upper limits for the fluxes of PTF09be and PTF09gyp are calcu-
lated as 3σsky
√
pir2, where r is set to 5 kpc (projected) at the distance
of the supernova.
20 Stoll et al.
Table 5
Host properties derived from SDSS photometry




09aux Ic/Ia 16:09:15.84 +29:17:36.7 0.047 36.60 −18.43 −19.85 −20.49 −20.79 −21.03 −19.48
09awk Ib 13:37:56.36 +22:55:04.8 0.062 37.22 −18.37 −19.18 −19.50 −19.72 −19.84 −18.90
09axc II 14:53:13.06 +22:14:32.2 0.115 38.64 −18.70 −20.07 −20.59 −20.80 −20.94 −19.75
09axi II 14:12:40.82 +31:04:03.3 0.064 37.29 −17.55 −18.60 −19.07 −19.11 −19.02 −18.35
09bce II 16:35:17.66 +55:37:59.1 0.023 35.01 −18.76 −20.22 −20.95 −21.34 −21.62 −19.85
09bgf II 14:41:38.28 +19:21:43.8 0.031 35.67 −16.39 −17.15 −17.38 −17.50 −17.59 −16.91
09bw II 15:05:02.04 +48:40:01.9 0.150 39.27 −16.47 −18.58 −19.11 −19.32 −19.32 −18.25
09cjq II 21:16:28.48 -00:49:39.7 0.019 34.58 −19.76 −21.03 −21.70 −22.01 −22.29 −20.67
09ct II 11:42:13.80 +10:38:53.9 0.150 39.27 −18.35 −19.38 −19.90 −20.17 −20.42 −19.07
09cu II 13:15:23.14 +46:25:08.6 0.057 37.03 −19.80 −20.82 −21.33 −21.61 −21.81 −20.51
09cvi II 21:47:09.80 +08:18:35.6 0.030 35.59 99.99 −13.51 −13.56 −13.58 −14.27 −13.18
09dah IIb 22:45:17.05 +21:49:15.2 0.024 35.08 −17.17 −17.85 −18.12 −18.35 −18.48 −17.60
09dfk Ib 23:09:13.42 +07:48:15.4 0.016 34.21 −15.90 −16.89 −17.29 −17.51 −17.68 −16.60
09djl II 16:33:55.94 +30:14:16.3 0.184 39.75 −17.92 −19.52 −20.20 −20.39 −20.79 −19.20
09dra II 15:48:11.47 +41:13:28.2 0.077 37.71 −19.98 −20.93 −21.41 −21.68 −21.91 −20.63
09due II 16:26:52.36 +51:33:23.9 0.029 35.52 −20.23 −21.18 −21.62 −21.83 −22.03 −20.90
09dxv IIb 23:08:34.73 +18:56:13.7 0.033 35.81 −19.38 −20.24 −20.61 −20.86 −21.04 −19.97
09dzt Ic 16:03:04.20 +21:01:47.2 0.087 38.00 −19.62 −20.30 −20.72 −20.85 −21.09 −20.05
09ebq II 00:14:01.69 +29:25:58.5 0.024 35.05 −18.32 −19.23 −19.74 −19.99 −20.23 −18.93
09ecm II 01:06:43.16 -06:22:40.9 0.029 35.48 −18.82 −19.74 −20.15 −20.27 −20.45 −19.47
09ejz Ic/Ia 00:55:07.29 -06:57:05.4 0.110 38.54 −19.72 −20.92 −21.59 −21.88 −22.13 −20.57
09fae IIb 17:26:20.33 +72:56:30.6 0.067 37.40 −17.07 −17.52 −17.59 −17.68 −18.29 −17.29
09fbf II 21:20:38.44 +01:02:52.9 0.021 34.80 −19.36 −20.30 −20.69 −20.90 −21.08 −20.02
09fmk II 23:57:46.19 +11:58:45.3 0.063 37.26 −19.49 −20.40 −20.95 −21.24 −21.41 −20.08
09foy II 23:17:10.58 +17:15:03.2 0.060 37.15 −19.39 −20.41 −20.89 −21.16 −21.28 −20.11
09fqa II 22:25:32.33 +18:59:41.4 0.030 35.59 −18.66 −19.69 −20.15 −20.38 −20.52 −19.39
09fsr Ib 23:04:52.98 +12:19:59.0 0.008 32.67 −19.89 −21.19 −21.81 −22.09 −22.25 −20.84
09g II 15:16:31.48 +54:27:34.7 0.040 36.23 −19.07 −19.90 −20.25 −20.41 −20.54 −19.65
09gof II 01:22:25.60 +03:38:08.4 0.103 38.38 −19.56 −20.43 −20.85 −20.97 −21.06 −20.18
09gtt II 02:20:37.70 +02:24:13.2 0.041 36.29 −16.92 −17.92 −18.14 −18.56 −18.59 −17.62
09hdo II 00:15:23.20 +30:43:19.3 0.047 36.60 −19.83 −21.06 −21.69 −22.02 −22.29 −20.71
09hzg II 11:50:57.74 +21:11:49.4 0.028 35.44 −18.21 −19.62 −20.37 −20.77 −21.12 −19.25
09iex II 12:02:46.86 +02:24:06.8 0.020 34.70 −15.79 −16.40 −16.60 −16.74 −17.03 −16.16
09ige II 08:55:34.24 +32:39:57.0 0.064 37.29 −19.07 −19.91 −20.22 −20.43 −20.44 −19.66
09igz II 08:53:56.70 +33:40:11.5 0.086 37.97 −18.09 −18.89 −19.21 −19.38 −19.49 −18.63
09ism II 11:44:35.87 +10:12:43.7 0.029 35.52 −17.82 −18.62 −18.95 −19.12 −19.15 −18.37
09ps Ic 16:14:08.62 +55:41:41.4 0.106 38.46 −18.09 −18.79 −19.11 −19.25 −19.14 −18.54
09q Ic 12:24:50.11 +08:25:58.8 0.090 38.07 −19.92 −21.07 −21.67 −21.98 −22.21 −20.73
09r II 14:18:58.63 +35:23:16.0 0.027 35.36 −15.63 −16.90 −17.53 −17.80 −18.00 −16.57
09sh II 16:13:58.08 +39:31:58.1 0.038 36.10 −19.36 −20.18 −20.68 −20.92 −20.86 −19.92
09sk Ic-BL 13:30:51.15 +30:20:04.9 0.035 35.97 −17.38 −18.13 −18.36 −18.55 −18.62 −17.88
09t II 14:15:43.29 +16:11:59.1 0.039 36.18 −19.30 −20.08 −20.38 −20.54 −20.63 −19.84
09tm II 13:46:55.94 +61:33:15.6 0.035 35.94 −18.78 −20.05 −20.69 −21.03 −21.30 −19.69
09uj II 14:20:11.15 +53:33:41.0 0.065 37.33 −18.80 −19.68 −20.07 −20.25 −20.28 −19.42
10bau II 09:16:21.29 +17:43:40.2 0.026 35.28 −20.08 −21.00 −21.50 −21.71 −21.92 −20.71
10bfz Ic-BL 12:54:41.27 +15:24:17.0 0.150 39.27 −16.29 −17.09 −17.34 −16.87 −15.52 −16.82
10bgl II 10:19:04.70 +46:27:23.3 0.030 35.59 −20.67 −21.62 −22.00 −22.20 −22.33 −21.34
10bhu Ic 12:55:28.44 +53:34:28.7 0.036 36.00 −18.12 −19.03 −19.42 −19.60 −19.79 −18.75
10bip Ic 12:34:10.52 +08:21:48.5 0.051 36.78 −16.72 −17.87 −18.10 −18.32 −18.51 −17.56
10bzf Ic-BL 11:44:02.99 +55:41:27.6 0.050 36.73 −16.81 −17.21 −17.77 −17.94 −18.22 −16.97
10cd II 03:00:32.93 +36:15:25.4 0.045 36.52 −17.11 −17.71 −18.13 −17.81 −17.94 −17.51
10con II 16:11:39.09 +00:52:33.3 0.033 35.81 −18.55 −19.41 −20.35 −21.07 −20.77 −19.08
10cqh II 16:10:37.60 -01:43:00.7 0.041 36.29 −20.13 −21.25 −21.81 −22.09 −22.31 −20.93
10cwx II 12:33:16.53 -00:03:10.6 0.073 37.59 −18.12 −18.79 −19.05 −19.18 −19.32 −18.53
10cxq II 13:48:19.32 +13:28:58.8 0.047 36.60 −17.96 −18.67 −18.86 −18.98 −18.99 −18.43
10cxx II 14:47:27.78 +01:55:03.8 0.034 35.87 −18.40 −19.65 −20.26 −20.56 −20.86 −19.30
10czn II 14:51:16.23 +15:26:43.6 0.045 36.50 −20.23 −21.33 −21.78 −22.00 −22.13 −21.02
10dk II 05:08:21.54 +00:12:42.9 0.074 37.62 −14.43 −15.89 −16.37 −16.35 −16.34 −15.63
10dvb II 17:16:12.25 +31:47:36.0 0.023 35.00 −19.50 −20.40 −20.83 −21.02 −21.22 −20.11
10hv II 14:03:56.18 +54:27:31.1 0.052 36.81 −18.56 −19.56 −19.88 −20.12 −20.21 −19.27
10in IIb 07:50:01.24 +33:06:23.8 0.070 37.50 −15.08 −16.08 −16.27 −16.73 −16.36 −15.80
10s II 10:37:16.30 +38:06:23.2 0.051 36.78 −18.00 −18.94 −19.36 −19.56 −19.71 −18.66
10ts II 12:33:56.40 +13:55:08.3 0.046 36.55 −18.52 −19.47 −19.92 −20.16 −20.28 −19.18
10u II 10:09:58.42 +46:00:35.2 0.150 39.27 −15.69 −16.48 −17.68 −17.96 −18.38 −16.38
a
Assuming H0 = 70, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7
b
Magnitudes are corrected for galactic extinction but not intrinsic
extinction.
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Table 6
Host galaxy properties fit from SDSS photometry
SN Name type M SFR (FAST) SFR (u) SSFR Age









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































22 Stoll et al.
Table 6 — Continued
SN Name type M SFR (FAST) SFR (u) SSFR Age


























































Cuts to MPA/JHU comparison sample
Criterion Details Samplea
Within redshift range of sample 0.0189995 < z < 0.103 382095
Successful stellar mass estimate Mmed > 2 and not INDEF 363881
Successful SFR estimate SFRavg != −99 and no SFR flag 362395
12+log(O/H) metallicity estimate OHmed != −99.9 131203
N2 flux ratio in valid range -2.5 < N2 < -0.3 130370
a
Remaining sample shown. Cuts are sequential. The sample size of
the full MPA/JHU value-added catalog is 927552.
